Tamela Sue Wies “Gigi”的新书《Robert’s Revelation: ‘A Contented Heart’》是美丽儿童的道德教育课

“Robert’s Revelation: ‘A Contented Heart’” from Christian Faith Publishing author Tamela Sue Wies “Gigi” is an inspiring children’s illustrated rhyme that tells the story of a little boy who yearns for a new bike to catch up to the neighborhood boys, only for his wise grandfather to impart some biblical wisdom on contentment versus greed.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) April 30, 2019 - “Robert’s Revelation: ‘A Contented Heart’”: a heartwarming moral lesson, is the creation of published author Tamela Sue Wies “Gigi” a mother of four and grandmother of eight. Over the years while working with children, she has sought to enlighten them with the truth of God’s Word.

Wies writes, “Our contentment lies not in what we have but in Whom We Belong To!

“Robert finds himself in a quandary as all the neighborhood boys have gotten shiny brand-new bikes and he wants one too. He turns to his trusted Papa for help, but his Papa’s advice is not what he expected.

“Delve into Robert’s dilemma with your children and catch a glimpse of the valuable life lesson he learns through his bicycle adventure. This lesson will help them understand the difference between a want and a need and guide them to test their ‘wanters’ before they move ahead with their decisions. It will also reveal God’s desire for His children to be content and thankful for what they have been given.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Tamela Sue Wies “Gigi’s” new book is a charming tale, fun to read and a delight to look at, which conveys an important lesson for young believers in an age of ceaseless “wants” and a modern world given to materialism.

This endearing book is fifth in an eight-part Christian series for children that deals with matters of the heart.


Consumers can purchase “Robert’s Revelation: ‘A Contented Heart’” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Robert’s Revelation: ‘A Contented Heart’”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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